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1.Show Description/Media Release
Martini Tango Cabaret
Like a secret shared after a second dry martini.....
Sophisticated and highly entertaining cabaret, deeply sensual yet lighthearted show reveling and revealing our innermost desires, hidden foibles
and secret pleasures!
The audience is seduced and captivated by Tango and Martinis. These quintessential icons of style and glamour are the ingredients in a perfectly
balanced entertainment cocktail brimming with atmosphere and thrills, comedy and emotion.
The live music trio led by Buenos Aires bandoneon player Leo Intilangelo brings the mysterious, compelling rhythms of genuine Tango Argentino,
whilst the stage is crisscrossed with a stunning cabaret floor-show, dazzling sensual dance and adagio acts.
Blended and infused with humour and comedy audience interaction, a vaudeville cabaret heart beats within. Putting the needs, desires and
fashions of aesthetic connoisseurship under the blowtorch of humour and audience interaction. The show features the worlds first live
demonstration and public taste testing of the "Irradiation Mixing Method" for creating the perfect Martini...!
A night of pure entertainment - delightful and intoxicating!

Video preview of the Martini Tango show
YouTube Video Link

Press and Testimonials
"You immediately know that you have just embarked on a miraculous journey, shared with a myriad of people, in the hands of a master"
Herald Sun online

"Pure Gold"
"Riveting"
"Compelling, immaculate technique..."
Limelight

"Marvelous."
"Tango as it should be danced"
Broadway World

"Dazzling"
KZR

"I love Sidewalktango!"
The Age

"Audience goes crazy, hot night out"
Wellington Evening Post

"Dancers left burn marks on the floor ! "
Adelaide Advertiser

"just wanted to congratulate you and your partner Di on the amazing show you guys put on. I was very impressed and my guest really enjoyed the
night. I thought your dances were really magnificent, so many show biz moves up your sleeve! The comedy you had along the way were also
very very funny. Show was really enjoyable. Thank you "
Emily Z- a letter from an audience member

"Dance and magic surprise duo lit up Darling Harbour"
Sydney Morning Herald

"They have arrived" -"Arrivebarron en Buenos Aires" Espectaculo Nuevo de Australiano...."
El Tangauta" Buenos Aires

2. Publicity Images

3. Why Tango?
In 2009 UNESCO voted to include the Tango Argentino in the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage List. Joining Flamenco, Classical
Indian Dance, and Jazz Music amongst other cultural art forms on the register. It was considered that official recognition of this art form
would contribute to visibility of intangible cultural heritage and a deeper understanding of the Tango as a regional expression resulting
from the fusion of several cultures.
The Tango is a musical genre that includes dance, music, poetry and singing from the confluence and cross fertilisation of South
American, European and African cultures.
Sidewalk Tango has been recognised for the substantial contribution made to Tango throughout Australia, New Zealand and
overseas. In 2010 Sidewalk Tango was granted status as Australian ambassadors of Tango by the Argentinian Embassy in Canberra.
It is this art form we want to present and contribute to the dynamic exchange and creation of culture in the hearts and minds of people
in Australia. Tango is an art-form emerging from a very particular popular culture in 1900 Buenos Aires, but has once again arrived
globally with a universal appeal and meaning.
Today we live with a barrage of instant gratification and expediency via social media and internet "connectedness". The authentic
and unrelentingly honest and revealing person to person interchanges of tango embody a welcome relief and antidote to the
existential nihilism of the solipsistic mobile phone culture. At its best Tango brings a focused and respectful self-awareness and
possibilities for self-expression and the potential for the experience of a deep sense of personal freedom and dignity.
In support of and in parallel with these ideas is the solid concrete evidence of Tango Argentino health benefits being witnessed in
hospitals and university studies around the world showing physical and mental health benefits for treatment of Parkinsons disease,
Dementia, and Depression Further information weblink
We are professionals dedicated to our art bringing together a show that is earthy, engaging, rooted in today’s society. A show we
believe will enhance and compliment the program of any performance venue.
Although presented under the guise of cabaret, an essential component of the show consists of a repository of cultural diversity and
creative expression. The show delivers a dynamic, fun and creative content that reflects the spirit of the people and culture of Australia.
Lighthearted, fun and engaging audience participation creates an enriching experience enlivening all who have taken part. The show
is designed to allow the audience to capture and retain the magic of a sophisticated and high polished professional arts experience.

4. Technical Requirements
One Sound and Lighting operator crew member.
Full Technical rehearsal required after Bump In.
(approx 2 hrs)
Audio:
PA System
Yamaha DXR FOH PA with 16 channel presonus digital console
or equivalent
Foldback, Mic & DI inputs for 3 piece band
4 x microphones
1 x wireless mike(for MC)
2x DI inputs
Piano (or electric piano)
Lighting:
LED and conventional PAR56 lighting for stage
Jands Stage CL 12ch console or similar
Jands 4pak 4 channel dimmer
Video projector and screen with remote control
Stage minimum 7m x 8 m
Dresssing Room with access to backstage area
Raked seating or raised stage preferred to allow audience line of sight for viewing of dance footwork
Access and egress available between stage and auditorium .

5. Performers C.V.
David Backler - Performer
David trained as an actor and acrobat in Perth WA and worked as performer for two years with Deckchair Theatre in Fremantle. Worked as an
actor with the "Theatre de Complicite" theatre company in London. Undertook further training in theatre with Phillipe Gaulier, Annie Stainer, Lindsay
Kemp and in acrobatics with Marek Popov.
Acting screen credits include; the role of a US Marine in "Full Metal Jacket" Dir Stanley Kubrick . Performed the Role of "The Grim Reaper " in
Peter Jackson's film "The Frighteners". David starting teaching Tango Argentino in Wellington NZ in 1991 and founded the Wellington milonga
"Tango Milonga" which has run continuously and uninterrupted every fortnight, celebrating its twenty year anniversary in 2014.
David has undertaken extensive tango training with maestro Gustavo Naviera and has performed tango on stage throughout Europe and in
Buenos Aires.
Produced and directed the stage production "Streetcorner Man" for Melbourne and Adelaide Fringe Festivals.
Producer, director and performer in "Blame it on the Bossa Nova" for the NZ International Festival of the Arts.
Directed "Tango Mystique" & "Tango Noir" presented at the Forum Theatre, Melbourne, which featured overseas tango stars Pilar and
Claudio Hoffman and "Los Hermanos Macana".
Directer and performer in cabaret show "Martini Tango Milonga" touring to Perth February 2013 and perfromed in Melbourne to sell out houses.
Co- founder of the Australian Professional Tango Teachers Association in 2013

Dianne Heywood-Smith - Performer
Dianne is a passionate and elegant performer embracing the poetry of tango. Classically trained gaining a Cecchetti Ballet Certificate (Advanced
Level 3 and Highly Commended). Dianne has performed and worked with the South Australian Ballet Company. Dianne has undertaken and
delivered extensive contemporary and tango dance training including advanced training in Buenos Aires with Graciela Gonzales, Zoraida
Fontclara, and Gustavo Naveria.
Performances in theatres and arts festivals across Australia and overseas including 100 year old cabaret venues "Danz Palais" and "The Famous
Speigeltent".
Wellington and Adelaide Festivals '01, '02. Perth and Melbourne 2013.
Guest choreographer at Melbourne “Dance House” project.
Dianne is one of the first Australian tango dancers to be asked to perform professionally in Buenos Aires at the world famous "La Ideal" Primavera
Festival '00, '01, '02 '03 as well as many other celebrated milongas including the famous Buenos Aires milonga "Sunderland" and the delightful
"Bar Sur".
Together with David Backler she has performed in Singapore, Shanghai and Korea.

CVs - Musicians
Leo Intilangelo- Bandoneon
Studied instrumental performance and conducting at Universidad Nacional de Rosario in Argentina. Performed across Europe in Escolaso
Guitarra Trio for two tours in Germany, France, Italy and Sweden In 2005 moved to London and performed with Argentinian guitarist Javier
Fioramonti at many London and UK venues and festivals.
In 2012 moved to Melbourne and is working with The Melbourne Tango Quintet which specialised in the music of Astor Piazzolla; Tango Collusion
Trio with Andrew James and Leigh Barker. Performed Martini Tango Milonga with David Backler and Dianne Heywood-Smith in the Spiegeltent for
Perth Festival.
Leo also performs solo bandoneon repertoire in duo with the guitarist Doug De Vries and Dana Clark and Agostina Bruno.
Andrew James- Piano
Andrew James is a Melbourne based pianist and composer. His improvisations are informed by a deep connection to tango music, and early 20th
century European music, while remaining solidly in the jazz tradition. Andrew is known as one of Australia’s best exponents of Latin American
piano music and has played extensively with the country’s most prominent Latin American musicians. He has also studied for extended periods
abroad, particularly in Cuba, with Felix Rodriguez Varona (Orquesta America, Enrique Jorrin) and Jesus Rubalcaba from the Rubalcaba family
dynasty. He has also intensively studied Tango piano performance and arranging in Buenos Aires with Hernan Posetti, professor at the Escuela
Popular de Avellenda, Buenos Aires’ leading tango school for musicians.
Currently performing with the salsa sensation "Quarter Street"
Tamara Murphy – Double Bass
Tamara Murphy is a versatile bassist and composer, performing with many local and international artists. Her ensemble, Murphyʼs Law has
released four albums and she appears on many recordings by other groups, including the co-led trio Keller-Murphy-Browne with Andrea Keller and
Allan Browne, the Cam McAllister Quintet, Stoneflower and the Fran Swinn Trio, in addition to performing regularly all over Melbourne with some of
Australiaʼs leading contemporary jazz and pop musicians. She has been running her own ensemble since 2001 as well as composing and
arranging for many other ensembles.
Her performance and recording credits include Kenny Kirkland, Gil Askey, Allan Browne, Julien Wilson, Stephen Magnusson, Andrea Keller,
Sandy Evans, Jamie Oehlers, George Coleman Jr., Grace Knight, DJ Olive, Marcus Strickland, Bernie McGann, Joe Chindamo, Martin Martiniʼs
Vienna Project, Christine Anu, Casey Donovan, Lanie Lane nad Lady Rizo (US) along with many others.
In late 2011, she won the inaugural Young Elder of Jazz Commission for the creation and presentation of a new work: Big Creatures & Little
Creatures, which was premiered at the 2012 Melbourne International Jazz Festival. This year through an Arts Victoria grant, Big Creatures & Little
Creatures was recorded and released in November.
Currently, she lectures at the Victorian College of the Arts and Monash University.

